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Infinity goes on for-ever in every direction be it our exploration into the miniature with a
super powerful microscope or into space with a super powerful telescope, or exploration
of travel in time, and always has. Our perceptions of it will always be limited by our abil-
ities.

We need to always impose limits on ourselves if we do not want to travel to the infinity of
insanity.

Without self-imposed limits, we will destroy ourselves and eventually disappear into the
infinity.

Human kind is exploring everything in the universe except one thing. We are not exploring
for truth in each other... Can anyone explain that one to me?

Life, Matter and Time has existed for infinity but will we without truth?

In realising this we may begin to understand our place in infinity. People are constantly
looking away or outwards for answers. So why is it we do not do the simplest and most
obvious thing of all? And that is look inwards for the answers.

Love is the only thing that keeps us all from going completely insane. One can observe that
this world is really lacking in love of ourselves, others, our planet, wildlife, etc etc...

We can not keep exploring infinity and not look inward. For if we do not look inward we
will loose all perceptions of reality. If we do that we will travel into the infinity of insan-
ity..where one can not return from.

If we looked inwards this would become a much better and loving world. For by looking
inwards we can see our faults and weaknesses.



Once we realise our place in infinity we then realise that we need to share our love.

One does not need a brand new luxurious shinny car, or jewellry or any other extravagant
items for happiness..We need each others love.

If one explores the infinity of love in each other we will never get lost in the empty ex-
panse of infinity.

Material things are needed for health comfort and dignity...

Do we not each deserve that? Be we Black, White, Red or Yellow?

Do not judge ones ability to love by their material standing.

Share your love and Have a Merry Christmas...............................................


